MW 113
Triple Magnet
DPC Cone
4" Woofer

Another unique high quality driver in the Morel range, being the first in a new generation of loudspeaker drive units.

A 4" driver with a triple magnet system – which has been developed especially for this unit – incorporating an exceptionally large diameter aluminium voice coil for such a small unit.

The magnet system is rear vented and housed within a steel chassis, which is part of the magnetic circuit. Additionally, it is shielded, thereby eliminating any magnetic stray field, making the MW113 an ideal choice for use in surround-sound TV and video installations, as well as any high quality independent loudspeaker system.

The large diameter voice coil enables usage of a shallow damped polymer composite cone with a rubber surround, precluding cone breaks even at very high SPL.

This produces an excellent roll-off characteristic and results in a smooth response both on and off axis, with extremely flat phase response.

Morel operates a policy of continuous product design improvement; consequently specifications are subject to alteration without prior notice.